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Preface 

Fisheries developrrent is !lOre than a catch phrase to the people 
of the Pribilof Islands. It is perhaps the harbinger of a new 
basic industry. CUrrent political rumblings have threatened 
the only basic industry on the islands, that being the yearly 
fur seal harvest. Budget restraints imposed by current admin
istrative policy further limit the options for "fostering self
sufficiency" as rrandated by the Fur Seal Act of 1966, 16 u.s.c. 
1151 (PL 89-702). 

Saltonstall-Kermedy P=ject No. 80-ABD-00019 was an attempt to 
provide financial assistance to an innovative g=up of fishenren 
to harvest and rrarket a high value but 1 underutilized 1 species 
of crab, Er:inacrus isenbeckii. Success of a project of this 
nature can be gauged by several factors. First, quantitatively, 
the fishery has grown fran a total annual harvest in ).980 of 
approx:inately 60,000 pounds to approximately 1,500,000 pounds in 
1981 (to date). The second part of the fisheries development 
equation in this case is the degree of regional econanic rnul tipliers 
engendered by this new fishery. Unfortunately, the system breaks 
down here and what has evolved is an extractive resource being 
!lOved fran the Pribilof area to an area where it can be !lOre easily 
unloaded. and prepared for shiprrent. To date, there is great interest 
in this resource but its exploitation has been.prirrarily by those 
with the fishing infrastructure capable of harvesting and transporting 
the product. Aspiring fishenren an the Pribilofs oontinue to search 
for options on how to best avail themselves of this resource. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Pribilof Isl.ands are a group of five islands located in the middle of the 
Sea, approximately 250 air miles north of Dutch Harbor and 800 air miles west 
Anchorage. Only two of the islands, St. George and St. Paul, are inhabited. 
is the home of the largest Aleut population (509) who are located in a single 
in the entire world. 

Bering 
of 
St. Paul 
place 

The primary economic base in the Pribilofs is the federally managed northern-fur seal 
harvest. The majority of local employment for both islands is seasonal, lasting an 
average of three months per year. Only 20 percent of the local residents hold near 
full time jobs on both islands. There are 108 Aleut households on St. Paul, with an 
average number of 4.7 people per household. The average household income on St. 
Paul is $15,300, with 30% of the households having yearly incomes of less than $10,000. 
These average income figures include unearned income such--as food stamps, unemploymen1 
compensation, etc. HUO's current definition of a low income household of four is 
$14,000 per year. The situation is extremely similar on St. George. 

Beginning iri 1980, the-National Marine Fisheries Service (which manages the fur seal 
program)began employment budget cutbacks at a time when fuel prices increased 269 
percent from 1979 and electricity prices increased almost 100 percent. Coupled with 
inflation on goods and services, the economic plight of the Pribilovian is grim. 
Further employment cutbacks are presently being planned in 1981. This poses serious 
problems which are dramatized by the fact that the Pribilovians now owe over a 
quarter of a million dollars to the federal government in fuel bills; they owe over onE 
hundred thousand dollars to the local store, with the prospect that these debts will 
increase as average household income diminishes - as it certainly is doing now. 

The Corporation faces a difficult challenge to attempt local investments but to 
insure profitability. With limited investment opportunities, the Corooration turned 
to fisheries as a possible area of investment concentration. In line with this 
priority, St. Paul hosted a regional bottomfish conference in September, 1979. The 
conference sponsored by the State of Alaska and the Alaska Native Foundation, hosted 
110 participants for four days: The participants were composed of federal, Sta_te and 
private industry fishery experts and Aleut village corporation representatives from 
Aleutian Chain villages. 

At the end of the conference, the experts and the Aleut leaders concluded the followin• 

1. It is unrealistic and presently inpractical.for a majority of Aleut villages 
(as well as most of coastal Alaska) to invest in bottomfish boats competitively. 
This is primarily due to the present high risk of such an investment, the high 
cost of a boat capable of taking bottomfish, the inexperience of most coastal 
villages in fishing and management and the small capital village corporations 
have to invest in any project. 

2. Only those villages with ~otential or developed natural harbors can expect to shar• 
in Alaska's bottomfishery in any meaningful way. This precludes participation 
by the majority of coastal villages except as a source of low cost labor. 

3. Given the conclusions, individuals in coastal villages will migrate to fishery 
economic centers as domestic bottomfishing develops, resulting in gradual 
dissolution of small coastal villages into large centers and diluting the cultures 
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Following the conference, Tanadgusix Corporation began explorin9 fishery alternative~ 
that· may allow small coastal villages some participation in the fishiJlg economy :· 
developjng in .. thei.r own back yards .. Tanadgusix concluded that one potential is a 
small boat. day fishery. We decided to pursue this alternative for its many 
potential benefits: 

1. It would ·not require major developed harbor sites. 

2. It would not require substantial capital. 

3. It would· not require major technical expertise. 

4. It would not disrupt village lifestyle. 

5. It would not require a major influx of transients 
into a village. 

6. it would not require individuals to be away from home 
-for- extended periods. of time. 

7. It could be accessible to village corporations and 
i ndi"vi dua 1 residents of vi 11 ages if its viability were 
pr()ven, tl'!chno logy developed .and financing instruments 
created. 

8. It could provide additional income and jobs in a village. 

In-April, 1980, the President of this corporation met two men in Seattle who owned 
two small Bristol Bay gillnetters and were interested in fishing around St. Paul. 
An agreement was struck which required this corporation to provide supportive service 
to the boats and local crews in return for which, the two boat owners were to provide 
all information obtained during actual operation. 

In June of 1980, the two small boats arrived via a fishing boat on its way south frorr 
·Bristol Bay. Operations began one week later. 

In July, 1980, the President of this corporation met with NMFS officials to attempt 
to procure funding assistance. After reviewing the pro.iect and a proposal submitted, 
NMFS agreed to provide a $10,000 minigrant. 
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PROJECT NARRATIVE ,._ .' .. ·_ :~ .. 
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I: OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 

A. Boat Description 

Two thirty-two foot 16 inch draft gi 11 netters~;were.,used:;.~ n_~th~'\P.rOJ.e.ct';A:·;J$rf: 
The boats, owned by two individuals from Seattre,_are;'of.;dotitiJe1-'Jiu1il'ei:l~:~~~¥t,:~
aluminum construction with a small pilot i:abiri~ aft.andia; pf:lb't~_s:t'a:t:fimif:';:~:,;:;<;: 
on the bow. The ten-thousand pound crafts::·were.: equi p~ed'i:w.Hh:: dbii:V',%2-'Y;~~:';::;~~".:c·::'.: 
gaso 1 i ne engines for maneuverabi 1 i ty ;.: · · · · · · · · ··· · ·· · · ·-.' ,)":~~:;p;;;~~t:';J-:,;;[_·:> 

- . . ;-.-~'- --~~ :'::)~_-.: __ ~~~J-~:---~/);f-i;~:·;~:· 
The boats were only equipped with VHF and 40 channel CB. Atthough;:th'ere',~,~;:. 
were many fishable days in the summer months (see Addendum N of thls:_,_;~_·\~}':'::::·, 
report), operations were prevented due to 1 ack of navigation a 1 .eqlii pmen-t:···_;.\-" ·_ 
for use in fog. · >- .;: , .. _, 

B. Gear Description 

Conical shaped, nylon webbed pots were used. The pots have a 4 foot base 
diameter, 3 foot top diameter and a height of 2~ feet from base to tunnel 
opening on top. 

C. Fishing Techique 

'J( A long line system was used with approximately 50 pots per string, double 
buoyed and anchored at each end. The pots were attached to a ground line 
at approximately 18 foot intervals. Pots were set and recovered by 
hydraulically powered winch drums as the boat drifted with the tide. Pots 
were baited with 3 pound seal meat chunks and ground up meat for bait jars. 

J 

D. Daily Procedure Summary 

The boats, crewed by two men each, had to be launched from a sand beach 
during high tide the evening prior to fishing and moored to a concrete 
dock in the west side landing overnight. 

E. Fishing Location 

F. 

All fishing occured within 2~ miles of shore in the Village Cove area west 
of the village. Normal travel time to the fishing grounds was less than 
twenty minutes. Further site exploration. was not done because the chartered 
vessel Fl~ing Cloud provided information that high concentrations existed in 
the site 1shed. NMFS trawl ·surveys indicate.that similar concentrations of 
crab exist throughout the nearshore waters of the island, primarily in 18 
to 20 fathoms of water from June to September. 

Crab Handling Technique 

The boats used during the fishing operation were not equipped with live 
holding tanks. The crabs taken from each individual pot were carefully 
em2tied onto the deck of the boat and manually placed into an empty pot 
set aside to hold the day's catch. The number of holding pots used were 
dependent upon the quantity of crab caught. The crab would then be exposed 
to the prevailing weather conditions for a period up to ten hours. 

, 
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Upon return of the boats to shore, the crab would be off loaded for holding into 
a live tank which was constructed on the dock. The tank was circular in design, 
five feet high, 4 feet in diameter and a maximum holding capacity of 4000 pol'nds 
of crab. A continuously running salt water pump was installed in the tank. Crab 
were he 1 d from one to three days, depending upon p 1 ane schedul.es: 

G. Crab Packaging Technique 

H. 

Four hours prior to scheduled ~.rrival of the plane, the crab were-pa·ckaged_as' follow~ 
1. Packing carton. A .standard lOOlb-, wetlock-salliion; box·:w.as .. · · ··.· 

used: The boxes were airline approved for fresh seafood shipments . 
. . 

2. Packing insulation. Cellulose fiber blankets and sawdust was used. 

3. Packing method. Crab were individually packed into the cartons. The 
crab were layered t~ree high and separated with a moist fiber blanket, 
with a total of 40 to 48 crab per box. The packaging methods were altered 
subsequently to a single_J..g.yer of crab, 20 crab per box surrounded by 
prechilled sawdust. 

Crab Shipment 

During the fall of 1979, contacts were made with Reeve Aleutian.Airways and two 
international carriers with routes from Anchorage to Japan. In the planned flight 
time, it was calculated that the crab would be in air transit-for a period of 26 ~ 
hours. Ambient temperature during shipment on Reeve was estimated to be ~n"t.n 60 F._ 
Upon arrival in Anchorage, a t'llelv"- hp.JJr W§.-itin,g_ oer_iorl was reouirerl Drior to makinq 
the connecting flight to Japan. During this time, the cartons were held in a 
refrigerated container with a ho 1 ding temperature of 39 ° F. \·Jhen Flying Tigers 
were used for transport of crab to Japan, the cartons were held in the cargo holds 
with an ambient temperature between 40~- to 50° F When Japan Airlines transported 
the cargo in containers, the ambient temperature was maintained at 32° F. 

I I. . OPERATION RESULTS 

A. 

B. 

Boat Design, Operating Characteristics 

The boats were of adequate size in terms of gear storage and cargo capacity, but 
they are not suitably designed for the Pri bi 1 of waters. ~Ji nd conditions above 
twenty five knots or moderate seas were marginal safe operating conditions for 
this type of boat. An additional factor creating down time was the inability 
for the boats to operate during days of low visibility due to fog. 

l·loderate swe 11 s at the concrete dock prevented operation due to an inability to 
moor for purposes of off loading crab. With 3 to 6 foot swells, the mooring 
lines would take severe stress and the boat would be thrown violently against 
the dock causing hull damage and bursting buoys tied to the boats side. Oversiz1 
tires were placed over the docks side but did little to cushion the boat. 

Gear Effectiveness 

The on 1 y comparison that can be made is to King Crab pots, When the two styles 
of pots were fished side by side, the conical pots. fished equally as well or. 
better. The CPUE changed as the project progressed, ranging from 12 pounds in· 
mid June to 38 pounds in mid August. The difference is attributed to increased 
knowledge of crab 1 ocati ons, time i nterva 1 s gear··was checked and baiting techni q1 
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C. Fishing Technique 

The pots were allowed an average three day soak, retrieving an average of 9-12 
crabs of an average weight of 900 grams each per pot. Due to inclement weather 
conditions, pots have soaked for as long as two weeks with no mentionable 
increase of crab per pot but also no visible ill effects on the captured crab. 

D. Crab Handling Technique 

:) The crab handling technique on board the boat did not prove to be a survival 
problem, however, it was apparent through visual observations that the longer 
the crab were held on deck the weaker they appeared to be. Interestingly, 
rainfall showed :res·u1tS ::·.:<if·.· increased number of crabs which became weak in 
a shorter period compared to non-rain conditions. 

·:) · E. Crab Holding Technique 

. ) 

')( 

:) 

F. 

The live tank with circulatiJJ.9 salt water pumped directly from the sea proved 
to be an effective holding technique ... 'Circulating water was necessary as 
demonstrated when the pumps clogged and there was a dramatic rise in mortality 
due to noncirculation of water . 

Crab___!ackagin_La~ Shipment Technique_ 

The following table shows the results of·S shipments of li~e crab to Tokyo. 
Following the table is a narrative explaining conditions that existed during 
each shipment. 

Transp< 
ShiE!!!_ent # 

1 

Date _lh .:!2Fed 

6/28/30 

Dat~ReceiveQ_ Q.uantl!.Y _l_h.:!2Fed 

6/J0/8() :19 Kqs 

Mort.Ui!Y. Cost ---
100% $3gs. 5~ 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Shipment 1 & 2: 

Shipment 3 

Shfpment 4 

Shipment 5 

7/7/80 7/9/-'30 :n.5 Kos 
7/16/80 7/18/80 68.5 Kgs. 
7/23/80 7/25/80 610 Kqs. 
8/5/80 8/8/80 107.5 Kgs. 

Shipped with extensive moisture in cartons. 
Refrigerated at 32° F overnight on .island. 
Not refrigerated from island to Tokyo. 

l'lfl% 
50% 

100% 
40%' 

Shipped wi:th little moisture in cartons. PTaced in moisturized 
sawdust and seaweed. Refri qe·rated 
overni·ght and from Anchoraqe to Tokyo. 

Shipped with little,moisture in packs. 
Packaged with dry, orechilled sawdust and 
newspaper. Refrigerated overniqht and from 
Anchorage to Tokyo. Multiple handlinq of 
cartons due to unscheduled off loadinq and 
reloadina at Cold Bay. · 

Shipped with little moisture in oacks. Packed with 
prechilled dry sawdust and newsoaoer, with qel oacks 
in some boxes·. Information received did not indicate 
mortality rates of boxes with and without qel ice. 

$.31i6. 0! 
$5:11:'. o: 
52641.~ 
$ J.rl98 .~ 

It appeared that using-on~ laver of crab and sawdust Proved to be the most effective 

' 
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method of shipment. Multilayered crab increased temoerature and moisture in the 
cartons, causing mortality. 

I-I I. ()~ERI\TIONS ANALYSES AND RECOt~~lENDATIONS 

A. Boat Construction anrl Equipment 

Analysis: 

1. Down time was unreasonable due to: 

2. 

3. 

a. Engine failure and lack of repair parts on hand. 
b. Limited visibility due to fog. 
c. Swells from 3' to 6' alongside the dock, making 

it extremely difficult if not impossible to moor and 
offload cargo. 

d. Wind conditions in excess of 25 knots which· made 
operating conditions marai nally safe in moderate seas. 

Time was wasted in searching for pots ~ue to lack of navigation aids 
even during good conditions. 
The island has two basic landings - the east and the west. Frequently 
the east landing would be operable; however, the. boats could not operate 
there· since they would be tied up on the west landino unable to move in 
the marginal west landing operatina conditions. 

~. Deckspace of the craft proved adequate; however, the-manner of storino 
crabs on board required manual offloading, resulting in more time 
inefficiency. In addition, mortality of crab increased due to exoosure 
to the elements under certain conditions, particularly rain. 

5. The dual gasoline engines proved effective for maneuverina as pots are 
set and recovered and when moorina next to the concrete dock. Roat 
speed was aood.but proved not to be a necessity, given location of crab 
concentrations. Use of gasoline engines proved costly and are relatively 
dangerous to operate. 

6. On flni3rd navigation equipment ~tas lackina.CB and VHF communications 
adequate. · · 

7. Hydraulic winch drums proved effective for launchino and recoverinq pots 
on a ground line. 

REC0t~1~ENDIITI ONS: 

1. If 
a. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

new boats are to be constructed, down time may be decreased by: 
Installation of the more reliable and safe diesel enoines. Dual 
engines are a necessity. 
Keep on hand spare parts that are most likely to be needed. 
Installation of radar and LOR/IN to .allow oneration in fog and quick 
location of crab oats. 
Install mooring dolohins alongside dock to allow dockina to offload 
during periods of sea swells, or provide an extended conveyer alonoside 
dock, or offload crab at sea. To keeo costs down, increase efficiency 
and decrease handlin9 of crab, the extended conveyer and/or moorino 
dolphins may be the most oractical solution. 
Boats should be designed to ooerate safely in moderate seas and wind 
conditions up to 35 knots minimum in exposed waters. 

2. Construct boat trailers to transport boats to the other lantling when its 
conditions are operable. A concrete boat ways would be· required on the 
east and west landings if this method is used. In lieu of such boat.ways, 

, 
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a large mobile crane could lift boats in and out of the water. 

Boats should be constructed with circulatinq sea water holdinq tanks if,~ac.tic.gL. 
At a minimum, crab should be stored in larqe coverable boxes which caul be removed 
from the boat by a dockside winch. 

A better system of oumpinq fuel onboarrl is required. 
trans~ort of a 50 qallon drum to the mooring location 
onboard. 

The present method requires 
and manually pumoing fuel 

5. A 40 channel CB, VHF, and marine radio should be installed on any boat operating 
from St. Paul. 

6. Boats must have hydraulic winch drums and a davit on deck if the·qround line methorl 
is to be used. 

B. Crab Handling Technique 

Analysis: 

1. The present method of hanril inq crab on deck is inadequate anfl causes
hazardous deck clutter. 

2. Exposure to elements increase mortality with time and conditions. 

RECOt·1~1ENDATIONS: 

1. See recommendation A-3. 

Analysis: 

1. The oresent method is inadequate in terms of tank sizes, reliability of circulati 
--pumps and motors anrl temoerature control. The oumns cloooed freauently, reouirin 

constant monitorinq if crab mortality wa-s ·to be·kept·at a minimum. 

2. The system did not allow for oumpinq fresh salt water in and old water out, 
resulting in some increase in ambient temperature. 

3. ·The tanks were exoosed to rain, other elements-and--harra·ssmerit of·the 
crab by chi 1 dren on the dock and resu-lted ·; n increased marta 1 i ty. 

RECOMMHIDATIONS: 

1. Increase tank sizes and build more tanks. 

~. Keep standby pump motors on hand_. 

3. Develop a more efficient pump filterinq system, and 

~- Install a refrigeration system on· the·tanks·ta· control ·ambient· temneratu-re, or 

5. Consider placing holding taks inside a refrioerated room to control ambient 
temperature. 

D. Crab Pack~ing and Shipment Technique 

Analysis: 
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The first packaging method used with 3 crab layers in wetlock boxes, moisturized 
sawdust, kelp and newspapers oroved gravely inadequate. 

Single layered crab reduced mortality. 

Prechilling sawdust and use of qel ice with minimization of moisture 
proved the most effective in reducing crab mortality. 

4. Keeping crab in refrigeration durinq transport to market increased survivability 
of the crab. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Use expert Japanese technicians to advise on packagina·techniques. The 
technicians provided such advice to St. George and were able to obtain up to 

o · 100% survival of crab. · 

) 

J 

2. Based on Japanese advice, use styrofoam containers with a single layer of crab 
placed-vertically- in the box-with the head facing up. 

3. Keep ambient moisture contents to a minimum. 

4. Use only aircraft with refrigeration ca-pability durinq transport. 

E. ~r~ Pot Construction, Setting, Soaking 

Analysis: 

F. 

1. The'- crab pots used were too high from base to 
top is too steep. Entrance of pot too large. 
probably escape ocassionally from present pot 

top. Slope of pot from base to 
Hair crab are lively and 

type. 

2. The average soaking time of the pots was three days, resulting in an averaqe 
of 12 crab per pot. The pots were set 3 fathoms apart on the ground line laid 
in the direction of the tide. No other method was tried; i.e., spacina 
between pots, time of soak. · 

3 .. Seal meat in chunks or ground uP proved comparable to if not better than 
herring. The seal meat lasted longer in the oots than herring. 

RECOI1MENDAT IONS: 

1. Decrease slooe of pot from base to top. 
2. Decrease pot entrance size. 
3. Experiment with side door to pot. 
4. Experiment with different soacinq of pots on ground line. 
5. Experiment with different soak-times. 
6. Maintain use of seal meat which is cheap and easily accessible. 

Crab Concentrations and Migratory Patterns 

Analysis: 

_/ 1. Crab a~pear to be concentrated heavily offshore to the shoreline in the west 
side. No experimentation was made in any other area. 

2. CPUE ranged from 12 pounds to 38 pounds. This variance is not due to the 

, 
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season but rather to experience and technique of catchino which was imoroved. 

3. Crab begin to migrate out by late September to deeper waters.-

RECOMMENDATION: 

l. Scientific studies are mandatory to determine maximum sustainable yield, snecific 
migratory patterns, concentrations, reproductive canacity, molting oeriods and 
total biomass in the immediate vicinity. These items become'. particularly 
critical in light of increased interest in hair crab by large gormrerc:_ial fishino 
boats. At this writinq, four 120 foot crabbers are plannin(l to fish hair crab 
during tanner season. One boat already shipped 7,000 of crab from St. 5eoroe 
Naters. 

2. Consider efforts to limit size of boats allowed to fish hair crab until scientific 
is developed. The size should be set so that open sea commerical boats cannot fish 
the Pribilof waters until data is developed and a reasonable quota is set. 
Overfishing may result unles.LSuch action is taken· soon. 

-
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PROJECT:CHRONOLOGY 

June 14 

Soats arrive in St. Paul 

June 5.· 14 

Vessel repair 
Gear preparation 

June 15 • 17 

E~ploratory fishing with individual pots 
(15 pots used • 10 pots lost) 

June 18 • 21 

Analysis of gear effectiveness 
Location of crab concentrations 
Consultation with F/V Flying Cloud skipper 
Rearrangement of fishing method 

June 22 • 25 

Set and hauled longline gear three times 
Moving gear. according to density of crab 

June 26 • 27 

Experimentation on crab survival in refrigerated box envirorunent 

June 28 

First shipment of live crab 

June 29 • 30 

Awaiting results of first shipment 
Construction of first live tank 

July 1 • 4 

Construction of second live tank 
Awaiting additional information on possible ,.,nys of shipping live crab 

(Shin Hishoku Ltd.) 
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·July 5 

C. Cetak departs St. Paul 
Meeting ~ith Larry Merculieff 

July 6 

Set more gear 
Fishing approximately 100 pots 

July 7 

Second shipment 

Ju,ly 8 - 9 

-11-

Awaiting results from sec.cmd shipment 

July 10 - 15 

Waiting for sa~dust from Anchorage 
Set additional gear 
Problems ~ith moorage -- L,C,M, was moved to the beach 

July 16 

Third shipment with sawdust 

July 17 - 18 

Waiting for results on third shipment 
Waiting for more sawdust 

July 19 - 22 

Constructed larger live tank 
Live tank capacity 4,000 lbs,, filled live tank with one lift 

of gear 
Preparing boxes for fourth shipment 

July 23 

Fourth shipment of 610 kgs. crab 

July 24 - 25 

Awaiting results of fourth shipment 
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July 26 • 3l 

'-Moorage facilities hampered fishing operations 
Discussed logistics with Larry Merculieff 
Scheduling M. Morin's trip to Japan 

August 1 

Hauled gear to provide adequate crab for 'fifth shipment 

August 2 

M. Morin departed St. Paul for Anchorage 
Live tank pump problems 

August 3 

Live tank of crabs all dead, pump inoperative 

August 4 

Scott Dilly hauled gear 
Kept crabs in pots to keep alive 

August 5 

Fifth shipment 
Plane delayed, shipment was made without Scott Dilly's 

knowledge, plane left late 
M. Morin unaware of shipment, lack of proper communication 

August 6 

M. Morin in Anchorage awaiting notification of shipment 
Afternoon - M. Morin informed of shipment 
Shipment passed through Anchorage to Toky& without M. Morin's 

knowledge--no communication, lack of responsible personnel on 
St. Paul 

August 7 - 9 

M. Morin in Anchorage awaiting next shipment from St. Paul 

August 10 

M. Morin departs Anchorage for Tokyo 

-~-~~~~ 

-
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August 11 • 13 

M. Morin in Tokyo discussing past shipments and logistic 
problems 

August 14 

H. Morin returns to St. Paul 
Live tank_ pump inoperative 
'·· 

August 15 • 18 

<i I 

Pick up gear··approximately 3,000 lbs. Released some, gave 
balance to St. Paul residents and restaurant 

Stow gear 
Prepare for departure 
Meetings with Larry Herculieff and all participants in project 

to discuss project, probiems, results, etc. 

August 19 

H. Morin and Scott Dilly .depart St. Paul 

----------~ ·----·--------" 
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TOTAL IN KIND CONTRIBUTION ~4.791.00 

TOTAL ALL EXPENSES - 2 BOATS 

*VI MARKET ANALYSIS 

A. The market ori ce for 1 i ve hair crab varies from $3 to $6 per nounrl, r:feoendi no 
on quality,· size and time of sale. 

1. nuality factor~ The lightest colored male crab obtains thP. hiohest orice. 
Phys 1 ca 1 condition of crab ( 1 i vel i ness TTS. a 1 so a factor. 

2. Size factor: lOOn· ~ram.sii:e male crab ootain'the.hiqhest 'orice. . -- . 

· 1. Season factor: December is. the month of hiohest ~rice and demand. 
Reasonably high prices ·are maintained from November throuoh. ,January. 
Price drops dramatically as demanrl droPs, beoinning in .March and endino 
in 11ay. The· price rafses moderately in June and is.mai.ntained through 
September .. Prices.increase aqain in October. No crabs. are taken durino 
molting season. · · 

4. Price factor: The largest sized (1000 gram), light colored male obtilins 
the prem1um price of any other hair crab in any qiven season,. with the 
maximum price for the year obtained in December. 

B. The market characteristics are shown qraphically below: 

0 1 1\9 ( si~t) 
GRAPH 3 

rrice.flb 

#:<,DO!-------· 

LIVE CRAB 

GRAPH 2 

GRAPH 4 

·----~ 

I I ' ) I 

1\'t\v- Apr Mo.~ 

GRAPH o 

----· 

, ...... .. ·' 

"! 

_____ l~n'!!.w--'==='.-;; .... =====. --··~·'-~---
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v. Cost ANALYSIS - ACTUAL 

\ j A. Egui pment and Gear 

0 

CJ. 

0 

:.) 

1. Boats valued at $80,000 
amortized over 10 years 

*2. 400 nets and lines · 
3. CB and VHF 0 $500 amortized over 

3 years 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT AND r,EAR 

B. Transportation 

1. Boat operator airfares 
3x 460.65 

2. Boat transport from Norton 
Sound to St. Paul 

3. Boat trans·oort from St. Paul 
·to Seattle·· 

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION 

C. Maintenance 

1. Props, ignition parts, 
oil filters, freight. 

D. Insurance 

1. $600/boat for crab fishinq operation 
2. $600/boat shipping insurance 

TOTAL INSURANCE 

E. Fue 1 

300 gallons at .96/gal. 

F. Administrative Support 

1. Telephone, tele~rarn 

G. Licensing and Bonding 

R. Product Racking material, 
boxes, 1 i ners 

I. · Tanadqusi·x in-kiT1d Contribution 

1. Vehicle fuel, 50 gal. @ .96/9al 
2. Housing, 3 people x 59 clays 

@ $Hl/d.ay 
3. ~ood, 3 people x 3 meals/day 

@ 5.00/rneal x 59 days 
4. Storage of gear and supplies 
5. Cash for travel to Japan 1 person 

$8,000.00 

$9,552.00 
~ 2fi7.00 

* 17,819.00 

$1,381.95 

$3,940.1)0 

$7,000.0() 

$10,940.0'1 

-~ - 551). ()0 

$1,200.00 
1,20!).00 

$" 2::38.00 

$. 400.00 

$ 11i0.00 

$4,105.55 

$ 48.00 
$ 5911.00 

$2,655.01) 

· s 5on.oo 

$1,1100.00 

--~'------··-~-~~~----
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GRAPH 1: Indicates that the highest price is obtained for the 1 kg. size, orovided 
that it is the proper light color. The darker colored 1 kg. crab· obtain 
a higher price than lower weight crab but less than the lignter colored 
1 kg. crab. Price drops dramatically the lower the crab wei0ht. 

GRAPH 2: Indicates. that in Japan market, the available quantities of crab oer given 
.weight increases as ·the weight decreases, with the least supply of 1 kq. 
crab. 

GRAPH 3: Indicates the demand curve 
between 400 to 600 grams. 
high. 

per given weight. The greatest demand for crab 
Demand: is 1 ow for 1 kg. crab but the price is 

GRAPH 4: Indicates the demand/price curve for hair crab by month, with the peak 
months being December. through February, then a dip which oartially recovers 
in June and rises again in October. 

GRAPH 5: Indtcates an inflexible price curve at $2 oer pound for boiled-frozen crab. 
·-GRAPH 6: Indicates. a declining demand for boiled-frozen crab. 

*NOTE: Market information obtained from two sources: 

VII. PROJECT CONCLUSIONS 

Shin Nishoku Co., Ltd., broker 
from Japan, and Marudui Seafoods 
Co. Ltd., Wholesalers and hair 
crab processors from Japan 

Overall., we consider the project highly successful in terms of our gain in 
knowledge of and experience with hair crab fishing. We have resolved 
numerous problems (including air transportation costs which we have negotiated 
down from .23/lb. to .14/lb. from St. Paul to Anchorage), and we have a good 
understanding of problems which need to be overcome. 

In addition, the training of two local men on this project will greatly assist 
us should we dectde to go forward with a more agressive and better planned 
project. The training consisted of: 

1. Crab pot use and bait setting 
2. Crab pot setting 
3. Boat handling and operation 
4. Live crab storage 
5. Live crab packing and shipping 
6 . Boat mooring techniques 
7. Boatin<:J safety 

In addition, a seminar was held on all facets of hair crab fishing.. The 
seminar was attended by 6 local individuals. Topics covered in the seminar 
were: 

1. Construction of hair crab pots 
2. Use of pots, baiting, gear 
3. Boat techniques in setting pots 
4. Care of live crab 
5. Shipment of live crab 
6. Problems with existing operation 
7. Hair crab markets 
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We believe that we now have sufficient information to reliably catch, hold and ship 
hair crab with mortality of no more than 20 percent. He have solved the problem of 
holding hair crab in the event of plane delay due to weather without siqnificant 
mortality. 

PROJECT iiollDil UP-

The Corporation is encouraged by the potential of a hair crab fishery as an economicall 
feasible project, having proven that the major problems are resolvable. To further 
our goals in this area, we have retained a fishery development consultant firm from 
Seattle to do a feasibility analysis. The contract with the firm specifies that if 
feasibility is demonstrated, they are to develop a total operations plan, including 
boat design specs, equipment and gear specs, fishing techniques, processing techniques, 
quality control monitoring procedures and standards, training requirements and 
specifications, personnel requirements and an operations manual. 

We are planning to explore expansion of the fishery to include cod and/or squid, as 
well as halibut. Corporation representatives will go to Vancouver, B.C. for a hearing 
before the International Halibut-'ommission to advocate a summer fishery for halibut 
in the Pribilof waters. 

We will be encouraging NMFS to launch a comprehensive hair crab assessment program to 
develop data necessary for proper management of t~·e ... ~peci e. 

In addition, we will be seriously examining the possibility of urging a vessel size 
limitation for the fishery pending completion of study activiti~s. 
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FINAL COMMENTS 

Two points rreke the analysis of a Korean hair crab fishery (Erimacrus 
isenbeckii a significant pursuit: 

l. NMFS scientists believe that Korean hair crab could provide a viable 
fishery in the P:dbilof fishing district (as delineated by ADF&G regulations) 
as rrore than 50% of the eastern Bering sea population is l=ated there. 
According to NMFS data, if fished at the 40% harvest rate applied to other. 
crab species, the hair crab resource could provide an annual yield of 6-8 
million pounds. · 

2. .In Japan, Korean hair crab called "Ke-gani" is highly rrarketable as a 
live product. Current Japanese dorrestic production consists of about 10 · 
mt/day being caught off Hokkaido. Ninety percent of these dorrestically 
caught crab are transported live to fish rrarkets throughout Japan including 
3 mt/day to the Tok;yo fish rrarket. The remaining 10% is frozen and commands 
a much lo~ price. Market preference is for larger size crab with the rrost 
popular size being crab that weigh about 800 grams. This size ccmnands a 
wholesale· price in the range of yen 1,400- 4,000/kilo ($6.73- $19.20). 
Inforrration indicates that the Japanese rrarket could absorb an additional 
15 mt/week from sources other than their dorrestic fishery. 

This particular study provided much insight into the logistics of srrall boat 
harvesting and air transhipping of live hair crab to the Japanese rrarket place. 
It should be noted that the technical reviews of the project were generally 
good, but the following v>eak points were identified: 

(1) Catch-per-unit-effort data needs to be elaborated upon: 

(2) The transportation costs as provided; appear illogical in the 
price/lb breakdown (e.g., price fluctuates Jqetween $1. 96/Jb and 
$4. 96/lb). Consistency of price formulation is essential in any 
long term m:rrketing plan. 

RECDMMENDATIONS: 

l. Re-design pots rrore in line with Japanese style (see attached} . 

2.· Explore possibility of using 'live' holding tanks and floating pens for 
holding large numbers of crabs. 

' 
3. other shiprrent modalities should be explored such as using styrofoam 
lined cardboard boxes with sealed plastic liners gassed with 100% 02 
(300 rmn Hg) -- tw::> atrrospheres. . 

4. · Research projects to study migrational patterns, growth rates and molting 
periods would add significantly to OY determinations for the specie. 

5. Maintain a flow of inforrration (i.e. technology transfer) betv;een those 
parties interested in developing this resource. 
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In surmrary, th;i.s project opened a number of doors that could lead to economic 
opportunicy for the Pribilovians. The ITOst salient. problem of the high 
rroralities resulting during air shiprrents to Japan and subsequent loss of 
profits will no doubt be mitigated by t:i.rre and experience. 

This rranuscript was read by Hank Pennington, Alaska l>arine Advisory Program; 
Therese A:i:rretta, National 113.rine Fisheries Service, Kodiak Lab; and Tony 
Mecklenburg· of the Alaska Departrrent of Cornrrerce and Economic Development. 
Their advice and comrrents are gratefully acknowledged by the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, Fisheries Utilization and Developrent Division, and 

. Technical M:>nitor, H. Terry Elwell. · 
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FOG VIS!BILITY MAX !HUM 32 MIN!fiUM 32 

WIND DIRECTION FASTEST MPil AVERGAE MPII *I \i HILE F & BELOfl F & BELOII 

1975 !·larch - Oct 019 (NNE) 40 16 9 6 14 
Nov - Feb 010 (N) 48 21 3 15 27 

1976 March - Oct 016 (NNE) 38 17 10 8 14 
Nov - Feb 005 (N) 50 15 3 18 27 

1977 Harch - Oct 016 (NNEl 39 16 6 4 11 
Nov - Feb 014 (NNE 54 22 2 10 23 

1978 Ma>·ch - Oct D22 (NNE) 38 No Data 6 3 8 
Nov - Feb 019 (NilE) 48 No Data 1 5 17 

1979 Harch - Oct 39 15 4 2 6 
Nov - Feb 51 17 ·O 7 !8 

*1 Data on average mph was scarce, i.e. only one or two months represented in the average 

*2 Data on visibility 14 ml, averages of months Ha·rch - Oct could be misrepresentative. Ueavieft months are June, July, Aug, Sept., remaining 
months usually 0 days 

I 

*3 Data on maximum 32 F & B"elow, averages of months Narch - Oct could be misrepresentative. H~rch has most R of days ma:kimum J2 r & HeleM 

ICING IN ATMOSPIIERE 
WIND VELOCITY MAX !MUM 32 F lHtHMUH 32 F 

AVERAr.ES OF A ~ YFAR PERIOD WIND DIRECTION Fastest MPII Avev. MPII FOG VISIBILITY \i f1l & BELOW & BELO~l 
1975 - 19/9 

MARCil TIIRU OCTOBER 016 (NilE) 38 16 7 Days/Month 4 10 

NOV TIIRU FEB 08 (N) 50 18 2 Days/Month 11 22 

0 
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